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At Trinity Sixth
Form Centre
our aims are:

• To provide a first class
academic experience for all
our students
• To support the learning of
all our students and keep
students and parents/carers
informed of progress

• To offer students the
opportunity to develop skills
and confidence within school
and the wider community
• To enable a smooth transition
to higher education and
employment

aspirational

Welcome...

support

With around 350 students, Trinity Sixth Form is one of the largest
school sixth forms in Cumbria attracting many students from other

We currently offer students a choice of over 30 A Level and Level 3 BTEC
courses, both academic and vocational. We provide a great deal of support
through our Pathways system to ensure that students are on courses which
are appropriate to their abilities and ambitions.
Whether you are currently at Trinity School or considering joining us from
with us.

future

Trinity
has a dynamic, creative
and successful Sixth Form. Housed
in the Carliol Building, the Sixth Form Centre
provides an ideal learning environment for young
adults. The Sixth Form is a separate area and operates like a
‘college within a school.’
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Building
on your

Success
Successful
We are proud that students achieve highly at
Trinity Sixth Form and that over 79% of students
go on to the university of their choice, 33% of which
were top Russell Group universities in 2017. Our well
ed and experienced sta know how to support
and guide students through the post 16 education
process and OFSTED graded the 6th form as
‘outstanding’ in May 2015.
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my
Trinity
EMMA
LITTLE

I am currently studying
English Language,
Sociology and Photography at
A Level and hope to study Sociology& English
at university. I have been able to take advantage of many
opportunities whilst at Trinity Sixth Form such as the Duke of
Edinburgh's Gold Award, mentoring lower school students and
being part of the Student Leadership Team. All these
experiences have proved very beneficial to my university
applications. The support I received from my Pastoral Tutor
with my UCAS application also kept me focussed on what I
would like to do in the future. The system of vertical forms is
something that I have also found very helpful throughout
Sixth Form. Having both Year 12s and Year 13s in a form
means that students get an understanding of what
happens next, as well as making for a good team
spirit and sense of belonging.

Support

future

Year 13
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ALICJA CHABOWSKA
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Year 12
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Opportunity

life. In 2016 100 students enrolled as mentors

I’m currently studying
Spanish, French and English Language.
I plan to work in the travel industry and
eventually become a foreign language teacher.
Trinity Sixth Form appealed to me because their
language department is very consistent and coherent.
The presence of native speakers prevailed my choice too.
The school does whatever is possible to help their
students. Firstly, they support your learning in various
ways and make relevant resources available eg revision
guides and videos. Secondly, an effort is made to inspire
students with assemblies which often feature different
kinds of successful people. Finally, they support you in
pursuing your career with their connections and clear
information about different opportunities.
This year, thanks to it, I became involved in the
Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award and
Young Enterprise.

ROSE WILSON

Year 12

CHLOE CHAMBERS

Year 12

future

At Sixth Form I study
Chemistry, Biology and
Psychology. I wish to pursue a
career in Medicine, hopefully in
London as my ultimate goal is to work in
the Imperial Trust Hospitals as an oncologist.
The teachers at Trinity have simply gone
above and beyond the call of duty to help me with
my chosen career path. I believe the many opportunities
that I have been given in my short time at Sixth Form show
this: for example, I have been offered a “Dream Placement”
with North Cumbria University Hospitals, following an
application and interview process. I will be shadowing
healthcare staff in a hospital - something which is very rare
to experience. I have also been to a Medical Taster Day at
the Liverpool Medical Institution which gave me the
opportunity to see what a medical school looks like and
the type of work you are required to do there. I’ve also
had the chance to speak with former students who
have now been through university and
are working across the UK.
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Trinity

I am currently studying Maths,
Physics and Product Design. I chose Maths
because it was the subject I most enjoyed in lower
school and was my strongest subject. I chose Physics
because it links well with Maths. In the future I want to
be a structural engineer, therefore I thought Product
Design would be a well suited third subject to pick.
After Sixth Form, I would like to go on to university to
study a structural or architectural engineering course.
I enjoy Trinity Sixth Form because the school lets us be
very independent, enabling us to wear our own clothes
and allowing us to choose how we study, whether that
be to work with friends in the Bistro or revise silently in
the library. I went to lower school at Trinity School and
knew that after Year 11 I wanted to attend Trinity
Sixth Form because it’s a good building with
good teachers and resources.
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Year 13

I am currently studying
Physics, Chemistry and Maths.
I have always been interested
in the sciences, and for this reason
I chose Physics and Chemistry. I hope to go to
University to continue my studies in Physics. Trinity is a
fantastic school, and the Sixth Form is no exception. The staff
and fellow students are always a real credit to the school in terms
of their commitment to ensuring that you get the best experience
and help when you need it. Outside of the academic studies,
Trinity also offers a wide range of extra-curricular activities. I took
part in the DofE Gold canoeing expedition last year, and I would
have never had that experience were it not for the support from
the members of staff in organising the trip. In the summer, I will
also be travelling to Vietnam with “World Challenge”,
another excellent opportunity offered by
Trinity Sixth Form.
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Future
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Apprenticeship/
Employment

6% - Further
Education

%
33
went to a Russell

future

15% -

Group university

%
79
went to

university, including those
who took a gap year
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KIERAN REYNOLDS

Year 13
This year I am studying PE,
Geography and Applied Science. Over
the years I have been at Trinity School, the
staff have been extremely helpful in helping me to
achieve. In the Sixth Form, the facilities and resources
available are excellent which means all students are able
to develop in each subject throughout their two years.
There is a wide range of extracurricular activities which
helps to enhance skills and knowledge. I represent the
school in cross country and track and field and being
part of these teams has helped me to strive in what I
want to do. I’m currently fundraising for World
Challenge, to go to Vietnam at the end of the year. This
experience this has helped me to make bonds with
different people and enhance my social skills. Sixth Form
also helps to give you an insight to what life is like
afterwards, even if you don’t go on to university.
After Sixth Form I want to go to America on a
sports scholarship and also to study
Sports and Exercise Science.
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Trinity School
Strand Road, Carlisle, CA1 1JB
t. 01228 516 051
www.trinity.cumbria.sch.uk
6form@trinity.cumbria.sch.uk

